3L i n eTHOUGHT
STREAMS
s of thinking to help frame decisions and actions for leaders
THOUGHT STREAM 1
Are you validating your decisions with solid data points?
THOUGHT STREAM 2
How are you managing your short-term decisions, with an opportunity to re-assess & adjust over time?
THOUGHT STREAM 3
What changes will likely result in long-term impacts on your organization and how you operate?

Long-term Decisions + Opportunities
Customers

External Forces
Intel + Insights Filter
Employees

Short-term Decisions

3 ACTIONS FOR TODAY
CREATE GUIDANCE

ESTABLISH TEAM RHYTHMS

• Escalation Guidance (when and to whom should I
communicate?)

• Establish cascading “standup” status calls

• Remote Working Guidance (what teams should do to establish
rhythms, peer comms)
• Personal Guidance (what leaders want their team members to
consider when making a decision or taking action)

CONNECTION + SUPPORT
• Focus on calm and care
• Will I have a job?
• How will I be perceived if I get COVID-19?

• Online social interaction meet-ups
• Game nights
• Share personal needs/asks (home schooling ideas, remote
working tips)

• Leadership Q&A’s with front-line workers

• Leadership – All Hands/All Managers
• Managers – Team

• Assign a Controller for these
• Agenda:
•
•
•
•

Info Push (Updates/Expectations)
Needs
Issues/Risks
Intel sharing: lessons/insights

Six Keys to Leading in Crisis
Preserve
Liquidity

Be Innovative with
People-Decisions

Prepare for the
Big Bounce-Back
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Be
Decisive

Organize Your
War Room
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5
Humanize Your
Communication
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Err on the side of overestimation.
Half measures won’t work in a full crisis.
Leadership is the rudder in these times.
Your core values are your compass.
Your regrets will come from inaction.
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Shoulda…
Coulda…
Did.

Be
Decisive

Proactive Responses:
Making sure your team as lean and agile as possible.
Erring on the side of caution and safety during the crisis.
Thinking through the opportunities that will arise as a result of this crisis.
Demonstrating your core values through this crisis.

Reactive Responses:
Showing your anger and frustration to people you are entrusted to lead.
Demonstrating a “scarcity mentality” and hoarding supplies.
Denying the gravity of the crisis, and not taking it seriously enough.
Forgetting your core values at the time they are needed the most.

2

Preserve
Liquidity

Be proactive with creditors.
Hold rent and large payables when possible.
Consider alternative financing options.
Renegotiate notes and financial agreements.
Start SBA applications immediately.
Whiteboard projected cash-flow scenarios.
Outline your no-regrets moves in sequence.
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3

Organize Your
War Room

Establish a dedicated war room
with a senior team. Ops, Sales, HR & Finance
should be represented.
Prioritize crucial work steams.
Break the business-as-usual reporting and
update cycles immediately.

Remember: Leadership
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> COVID-19

4

Be Innovative with
People-Decisions

Before you go to layoffs:
- Consider 3 or 4-day work weeks.
- Suspending 401k contributions & matches.
- Asking people to borrow against future PTO.
You will need to make tiered decisions:
a. Missing Plan
b. Severe Downturn
c. Liquidity Crisis
Be decisive. Overreact.
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Humanize Your
Communication

5
Being an effective storyteller
is a key part of crisis leadership.
Stories contextualize information in a way
that’s transferable.
This is not a time for “corporate” memos
and bulletins.

Key Resource: Dr. Karen Dietz

7 Steps to Humanizing Communication with Employees
1) The Why - Why I’m here talking with you today. Make it personal and not business-speak.
2) Your Decision-Making Process - The considerations you had, how this decision was made.
3) Provide Needed Context - We’re making decisions we never thought we’d have to make.
4) The Strategy You Are Implementing – A clear and understandable human explanation.
5) Clarification & Impact – Exactly what this means; what will happen, what won’t happen.
6) Cast Your Future Vision – We’re already making our post-coronavirus comeback plan.
7) Your Key Message - We will rise to the occasion.

Key Resource: Dr. Karen Dietz

6

Prepare for the
Big Bounce-Back

If COVID-19 is here to
teach us something,
what are we going to learn?
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One of the outcomes of this crisis will be
unprecedented opportunity.
This is a moment to cement relationships with
employees and customers.
Your loyalty, candor and transparency will be
remembered long after this crisis draws down.
You’ll be smarter, leaner, more agile, and more
indestructible than ever.

You will Survive & Thrive!
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